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my first week at my new office and I was missing the wood shop so I decided
to build a stool. I had plans for the seats and legs but ran out of time, so I
winged it. I started with a cheap kitchen stool I picked up at Value Village. I
don’t think this stool is intended to be sat on but I figured it would be ok to
‘strata’ chairs on it. I removed the legs and made two 8″ deep cuts in the
seat. I measured where I wanted the holes and drilled 3/4″ holes with a drill
press. I filled the holes with scraps of bamboo and covered it with tarpaper,
then stapled it all over. I then clamped the seat and legs in place on the
existing stool to make sure it was flat and evenly centered. I cut the two
rails and the back slats for the seat, using stock lumber from a barrel. The
plan was to sand the ends of the slats to make it look like a lovely hand-
crafted piece. I then set them in place and clamped it down. I wanted to
make the edges look hand-done so I rubbed the edges with a hammer and
some steel wool until they were rusty. Since this stool will be sitting on a
floor, I did a lot
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